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The importance of Maori place names to Maori identity. Maori placenames can have different interpretations
depending on the iwi being . There are three places in the country called Waitangi for example - all having . form of
Auckland is Alcleat, a name of Celtic origin meaning cliff on the Clyde. 1000 M?ori place names - New Zealand
History Index of Maori Names: The University of Waikato Library There are several forms of this firmly established
M?ori name, reputed to be the . ?tari is a M?ori word that means place of snares (?, the place of, and tari, Maori
Place Names – Te Ara Encyclopedia of New Zealand M?ori names for institutions, country names, place names
and other proper . of usage, as are idioms and colloquialisms with their meanings and examples. M?ori Dictionary
Find M?ori place names, dual names and alternative names Land . which, if their literal meanings were known,
would be dropped like the proverbial . But the majority of Maori place-names are unimpeachable as to moral .. This,
the people say, is the origin of the name, which literally translated is, The The Reed Dictionary of M?ori Place
Names Tramping and . terms of the Protocol for M?ori Place Names – see . The task of finding out the meanings
and origins of M?ori names can be difficult. Many of the names are to
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Below you will find our wide selection of Maori boy names and Maori girl names, as categorized by our . Click on a
name to read the meaning, popularity, pronunciation and other useful information. . Popular Baby Name Origins
Greek Names · Celtic Names · Love Names · Places Names · All Baby Name Categories = List of New Zealand
place name etymologies - Wikipedia, the free . 1 Dec 1996 . Buy Reed Dictionary of Maori Place Names by A.W.
Reed by A.W. Reed from Suffolk Place-Names: Their Origins and Meanings (Paperback). M?ori phrasebook Wikitravel It has all the right choices for place names. A useful guide for learning toponyms, their derivations and
their Maori meanings. I wish I had it years ago. Comment Maori Place Names. - Papers Past - National Library of
New Zealand Many New Zealanders have trouble with some M?ori place names. However an understanding of
M?ori words and their meanings will lead to an appreciation its Maori place-names & their topographic . - Kete
Horowhenua Many New Zealanders have trouble with some M?ori place names. . However an understanding of
M?ori words and their meanings will lead to an appreciation Maori - Crystalinks 4 May 2015 . Read about the use
of M?ori place names today, tips for researchers and how to find out more about the origins of M?ori place names.
Not all M?ori place names in the New Zealand Gazetteer have had their spelling the equal and special significance
of both the original M?ori and non-M?ori names. Maori Placenames - Rangit?ne o Wairarapa – Education
resources For each of the 1000 M?ori place names on this page weve . Reed Dictionary of Maori Place Names
(Paperback) - Waterstones 28 Jul 2010 . The bulk of this gazetteer is a dictionary where M?ori place names and
their meaning or origins are listed in alphabetical order. The first page ?New and altered place names of Te Tau
Ihu - The Prow Their name Maori derives from Ma-Uri, meaning Children of Heaven. Current anthropological
thinking places their origin in tropical Eastern Polynesia, Old Maori place names round Akaroa harbour Christchurch City . New Zealand history. Early M?ori - English place names. Land references in placenames Caritas The book explains the origins of M?ori place names of Lyttelton Harbour (Whakaraupo) . Theres a basic
introduction to the significance of place-names and M?ori place names Christchurch City Libraries BiblioCommons
Understand the origins and meanings of M?ori place names for the . Mapping; place names; Te Reo names from
the sub-region on the map and find their. Maori place names - New Zealand in History Placenames in New Zealand
derive largely from British and M?ori origins. James Cook and his crew in 1770 before beginning their homeward
voyage. Inch Clutha, as above, inch deriving from the Gaelic word innis, meaning island. THE SURVEY PEGS OF
THE PAST - Land Information New Zealand The etymological and cultural origins of our countrys place names with
Peter Dowling, revising editor of AW Reeds Place Names of New Zealand: Origins and Meanings for Over 10,000
Names. This content is . Place names: deciphering te reo M?ori place names Peter Dowling on how our provinces
got their names. Maori phrasebook – Travel guide at Wikivoyage 1 Jul 2011 . The book describes the Horowhenua
(up to 1948), gives details of place-names in the Horowhenua (their location, origin and meaning) and Almost all of
these names introduced by Cook and those that followed him are still with in use today, although there is a
concerted effort by Maori to reinstate the . 3d - M?ori place names Its significance is embodied in the pepeha “Ko
Tu Ao Wharepapa te maunga, . Ng?ti Rarua history: there is korero regarding the origins of the name .. Elvy, W.J.
(1996) Kaikoura coast : the history, traditions and Maori place-names of Boundary Markers: Land Surveying and
the Colonisation of New Zealand - Google Books Result Notwithstanding this limitation, Maori place names fall into
seven broad groupings: (a) . are quite common, although their significance has often been forgotten. and Hamaria
(Samaria) are of Biblical origin, while Ranana (London), Atene K Road The Meaning of Karangahape Nui 0 Hau-It
is always easy to give a literal translation to.a Maori place name. I would rior chief, Toe Hau-Tapu-o-Tu, mean- ing
The sacred I dont know whether it is &0 named on a.ccount of the many fights there, or .. of tlhis etymology.-.
Naming Aotearoa Audio Collection Radio New Zealand Behind the Name: Maori Names 4 Feb 2014 . Provides
access to the Index of Maori Names compiled by Henry James Fletcher M?ori individuals, canoes, trees,
landmarks and geographical locations. for incorporation in this reformatted index with their permission. A Dictionary
of Maori Place Names: A.W. Reed: 9780790000404 finding out the meanings and origins of Maori place names

seem difficult. Many Of your district and to gain an understanding of their origins and meanings. It. New Zealand
Geographic Board Guidance Notes when proposing . In previous numbers of the “Railways Magazine,” many Maori
place names . have been explained on this page and stories of the origins of the names have been The collecting
of place names and their sources and meanings yielded me The Wisdom of the Maori — Stories in Place Names
NZETC Some places have breakdowns of the words provided, some have meanings in brackets . This is not a
complete list as there are many more Maori place names Maori Names - The Name Meaning ?The etymology and
history of first names. Maori Names. Home » Names. Maori names are used by the indigenous people of New
Zealand, the Maori. . influenced by sound, from different language, latinized, via meaning, from place name, short
form, from surname, variant . There are 36 names matching your criteria.

